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Greetings from Fei Yue Community 

Services (FYCS) and Fei Yue Family 

Service Centre (FYFSC). Footprints will 

be published every quarter to bring 

to you highlights of what is up and 

coming, what event you had missed 

and how you can partner with us in 

various ways.

www.fycs.org
Tel: 65631106  Fax: 68199171

Dear Friends, 

As we approach the last quarter of our 25th year, we would like 

to take the opportunity to remember the people who have been 

the main driving force of our agency’s vision and mission – our staff. 

I am thankful for such a motivated and committed team of staff, who strive 

to go the extra mile for both clients and colleagues alike, despite their busy 

schedules. Each one of them, whether in direct or indirect work with our 

beneficiaries, plays an important role in developing our organisation into an 

excellent one. 

In this issue, we celebrate our staff and hear their stories, and at the 

same time celebrate the new areas of work we have ventured into, such 

as Triage and eldercare programmes such as CREST and Project IRENE. 

These programmes and services will help extend our reach to even more 

disadvantaged groups in society. 

With the support of a dedicated team, we can look forward to the next 

25 years with courage, fuelled by a spirit of mutual encouragement and 

teamwork!

Leng Chin Fai
Executive Director

Executive Director’s Message



Through community sensing and discussion with community partners 
such as the grassroots and Social Service Office, Fei Yue Family Service 
Centre (Bukit Batok) recognised a service gap in providing home-
based jobs for ladies with household commitments, caregiving needs 
or medical conditions. As such, partnering with a social enterprise 
The Upcycling Factory, the Triple E Programme was birthed to equip 
vulnerable ladies with marketable skills to build up their economic 
resilience, as well as to provide them with a platform to share their 
personal and domestic struggles, hence improving their emotional well-
being. 

The programme started off with the making of fabric flowers, which 
required a very basic set of skills. The ladies learned to transform 
unwanted fabrics into beautiful accessories such as hair clips, hand 
bands, and brooches. The products made were then sold on platforms 
such as school carts or through corporate and private orders. As the 
programme grew and evolved, we also included higher-level skill sets to 
produce items such as shorts and hand-sewn pocket squares.

With support from the community, this programme is now supporting 
nine mothers, with each of them drawing incomes ranging from $124 
to $360 per month. More precious than the monetary incentives are the 
friendships and support they have gained from meeting up on a weekly 
basis.

Triple E Programme: 
Enriching, Empower and Experience

The ITE College West Home Sweet Home Project targeted households from 
the rental block, hoping to give the houses a fresh coat of new paint. Site 
recces were conducted to various households to brief them on the project.

ITE College West also hosted the eight families to a briefing session at their 
compound, where student befrienders got to know these families better. 
Icebreaker games and a buffet dinner were provided with the funds that the 
students had fundraised. 
 
On a separate weekend, the students painted the houses throughout the day, 
from 8am to 6pm. The event wrapped up with a finale celebration, where 
goodie bags worth $50 were distributed to the families. 

ITE College West 
Home Sweet Home Project
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The idea of a community food drive arose after Mdm Lee Min Li, 
General Manager of the Singapore Sports School Netball Team, 
started bringing her girls to volunteer at Block 569A and 569B 
in 2015. The girls wanted to do more in 2016, and that is when 
Fei Yue encouraged the team to organise a community project 
with the help of local grassroots. The idea was simple: “From The 
Community, Give Back to the Community”.

Food Donation Drive 2016 was birthed after the netball team 
approached Admiralty CCC and Fei Yue Family Service Centre 
(Champions Way) to confirm their interest. On 27 August 2016, 
over 30 netball and fencing students from Singapore Sports 
School stationed themselves at four RC zones in Admiralty 
Constituency and Sports School. Within the span of three hours, 
the grassroots and students collected food items to pack rations 
for more than 50 families. Each family brought home three bags 
containing daily necessities and toiletries. The remaining items 
were generously donated to Fei Yue to be distributed to needy 
families in the coming months.

A workshop was conducted by a social worker from Fei Yue Family 
Service Centre to educate parents and preschool children on good 
and bad touches.  For parents, the objective was to advise them on 
what they could do now to educate their children on this topic, and 
what they could do if their children experienced a bad touch. For 
the children, the workshop aimed to educate them on the difference 
between a good touch and a bad touch, and they were also taught 
how to seek help if they experienced a bad touch. 

2016
Food Drive Donation 

Good Touch & Bad Touch 

On 14 September 2016, an event was held to commemorate 
the efforts of the three partners. Beneficiaries came and 
received the goodies from Mr Vikram Nair, Grassroots Advisor 
to Admiralty Constituency and Sembawang GRC. Free school 
shoes were also given away to the children of these families, 
much to their delight. 

After the event, the students exclaimed that there would be 
another event next year, and that it will be even bigger and 
“They’ll BE BACK!”

The workshop was held on 18 September 2016, in 
collaboration with PCF Sparkle Tots Blk 352 and Blk 161 in 
Taman Jurong. 20 children and 12 parents attended this 
workshop in total. Parents commented that they were 
now more aware of what they could do when a bad touch 
happens as well as how to protect their child from bad 
touches. After the workshop, all the children were also able 
to understand which body parts were to be protected, and 
to inform their parents or guardians if they experienced any 
bad touches. 

Community Outreach Activities



Have you ever overheard parents brush off their crying child, 
saying, “Why are you crying? Don’t cry!” It is deeply embedded 
in our Asian culture to brush off emotions such as anger and 
sadness, labeling them as bad emotions. However, in life’s various 
seasons, we do experience such emotions, and how we respond 
to these emotions may be appropriate or otherwise. 

Highlighting the need for both children and parents to identify 
and appropriately respond to emotions, Fei Yue Family Service 
Centre (Yew Tee) conducted a programme titled “Inside Out”. The 
programme is an adaptation from the cartoon Inside Out, which 
starred emotions as characters responding to the various events 
in a child, Riley’s, mind. 

The programme “Inside Out” took place from June to July 2016, 
where families gathered for a time of family bonding to watch 
the movie Inside Out. Subsequently, the children participated in 
a 4-week comprehensive programme, learning about an emotion 
each week – joy, sadness, anger and fear. 

The programme’s objectives were to educate children that 
feelings are feelings, and there are no right or wrong feelings, as 
well as the age-appropriate ways of expressing each emotion.

Facilitators encouraged the children to adopt the 4-step 
approach when facing an emotion – pause, identify, think and 
express. The programme also gave children the space to reflect 
on what makes them happy, sad, angry or fearful. 

Fei Yue Family Service Centre (Yew Tee) also collaborated with 
Kranji Primary School, De La Salle School and Yew Tee Primary 
School through extending this programme to some of their 
students. School counsellors and relevant staff expressed that this 
is a helpful programme, and have observed behavioural changes 
in the children. 

Parents also attended two parenting talks. The talks debunked 
the myths that sadness and anger are wrong emotions, and 
helped parents to understand that feelings are feelings and they 
are okay. The talks also allowed parents to first identify their own 
emotions before identifying their children’s emotions. In addition, 
parents were given handles on how to first acknowledge before 
responding to their children’s emotions. 

The entire programme concluded with a finale session, where 
both children and parents recapped what they had learnt during 
the programme. Parents and children enjoyed a craft session and 
a buffet lunch thereafter. 

Inside Out Programme
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Lin Feng volunteered with Fei Yue throughout his three years in Singapore Polytechnic and continued to help even as he went 
to National Service. The experience of volunteering with Fei Yue left a deep impression on him, to the point that he made a total 
change from his intended path in Infocomm Technology. “This was such an inspiring experience that I made up my mind to join the 
profession.”

Today, Lin Feng serves in the very organisation that inspired him to join Social Work, working in Fei Yue Transnational Family Support 
Centre, where he helps newlywed transnational couples transit into the Singaporean culture, and provides them with the necessary 
support.

Story
Lin Feng was pursuing a diploma in Infocomm Security Management when the then-New Media team, a service of Fei Yue’s Youth 
division, held a recruitment drive in Singapore Polytechnic for New Media volunteers. He recalls, “My friends and I all thought that it would 
be a very interesting experience. As it turned out, it was very much so.”

It was through this experience that Lin Feng got to know about the world of social work. “I was amazed, to say the least, to see that the 
staff I work with truly cared for the total strangers, people they’ve never seen, or even talked to,” recounts Lin Feng, as he describes his 
volunteering experience with Fei Yue. “The staff on the project, as well as those handling volunteers, were extremely friendly and helpful. 
We felt that we were appreciated, and that we are treated as friends.”

Lin Feng’s 

Together ● 25 With Our Volunteers



The staff at Fei Yue serve a variety of beneficiary groups in different departments. Can you guess and find the names of some of 
the positions held by staff in our organisation in the word search puzzle below?

Staff
Quiz  

Hint:  

1.  A_____________

2.  F___L___E_____

3.  S_____W_______

4.  P_____________

5.  M_____________

6.  C_____________

7.  T_____________

8.  C_____P_______

9.  A_____________

Be the first participant to complete this word 
search correctly, send in your answers, along 
with your name, mailing address and contact 
number to aprilding@fycs.org, and receive a 
special prize! 

TransformationThe Journey of Effecting Life 



Celebration Lunch
Fei Yue 25th Anniversary 

It was a heartwarming reunion as over 550 guests comprising 
Fei Yue’s staff, partners and volunteers gathered at Orchard Hotel 
on 20 August 2016 to celebrate Fei Yue’s 25th Anniversary over a 
sumptuous lunch. 

Upon arrival, guests were greeted by a unique exhibition display 
of Fei Yue’s diverse services, and invited to participate in piecing 
together a puzzle bearing the theme “Together ● 25”. This 
puzzle symbolises how various parties need to come together 
in collaboration in order to serve and bless the community, 
especially the less fortunate. 

A rousing choir performance of “The Prayer” put together by Fei 
Yue’s own staff started off the programme, expressing the desire 
of the organisation to be strengthened even as they continue to 
serve the community. The lunch then commenced with Fei Yue’s 
Senior Management and staff personally serving the first dish to 
guests at each table. 

The highlight of the day was an inspiring speech given by 
Minister Chan Chun Sing, who graced the special occasion. He 
encouraged and reminded the organisation to remember the 
purpose and heart of their service through his explanation of the 
Fei Yue logo. After the cake cutting ceremony, stories of Fei Yue’s 
journeys with staff, volunteers and beneficiaries were shared, 
celebrating the theme of togetherness. 

The ballroom was constantly filled with warm chatter as 
guests reconnected with each other, while enjoying the songs 
performed by a staff band. To show our appreciation to all who 
attended the lunch, guests and hotel service staff were presented 
with an origami Iris flower, a symbol of our 25th Anniversary as 
well as of promise, faith, hope, wisdom, valour and passion. To 
many more years of service together!

Looking Back Fei Yue 25th Anniversary



The year 2016 is truly a memorable one for Fei Yue – it marks a 
major milestone for Fei Yue as it completes 25 years of operation 
since its humble beginnings at Bukit Batok Family Service Centre. 
What better way to commemorate our 25th Anniversary than to 
celebrate it through our annual Staff Retreat! 

This year’s retreat theme was Integrity, represented by the 
acronym REACH, which stands for Reliability, Exact, Add Value, 
Confidential and Honour. Put together, REACH is a holistic 
representation of Integrity. Fei Yue could only achieve today’s 
success because of God’s continual guidance, protection and 
blessing. Our God is known to be a God of integrity. It is thus 
important to remind and instill the value of integrity in staff. 

REACH was emphasised through two components. Pre-retreat 
activities required all staff to conduct team bonding activities 
and to use their creativity to showcase REACH prior to the retreat, 
and during the first day of the retreat. Other than being fun and 
meaningful, these activities also served to reinforce the value of 
integrity. We hope that as a result, all staff would display integrity 
in every aspect of their lives, and not just at the workplace. 
The next component emphasising REACH involved an acting 
segment during the retreat, where staff teams filmed a short 
video recording that showcased the values.

Cross-centre bonding and rest is important at every Fei Yue 
Retreat. We certainly enjoyed ourselves with the fun and laughter 
that all our Fei Yue family members brought to the three days of 
retreat, whether on land or at sea.

May God continue to bring Fei Yue to greater heights for many 
more years!

Looking BackFei Yue 25th Anniversary

StaffRetreat

Picking up litter while cycling together at East Coast Park

Blessing foreign workers with goodie bags



Fei Yue embarked on a new programme, Triage, with the Ministry 

of Social and Family Development on 1 March 2016. 

The Triage system aims to assist in the early identification and 

diversion of suitable juveniles, who have committed minor 

offences, from the criminal justice system. It also aims to provide 

a holistic assessment of the social background, risks and needs 

of the youths through an interview session with the juveniles 

and their parents or caregivers. The scheduled interview is 

conducted by a social worker or counsellor at the police division, 

after the juvenile has been arrested by the police and during the 

investigation stage. 

The holistic assessment facilitates greater accuracy in channelling 

juveniles to the appropriate intervention matching their 

rehabilitation needs. Referral to supportive services after the 

triage interview also enables timely intervention for the juveniles 

as well as their families, regardless of the outcome of the police 

investigation.

Since the programme commenced, we have served an estimated 

total of 145 youths and their families.

Triage

Triage Team

Looking Back



Fei Yue CREST, or Community Resource, Engagement & Support Team is a 
community-based programme that started operations in February 2016. 
CREST aims to support seniors who are at risk or who have a known mental 
illness such as depression or dementia, as well as their caregivers who need 
support to care for their loved ones. We serve as a ‘linking point’ between 
seniors, caregivers and the appropriate mental health support networks, 
through outreach, education and service links. CREST serves seniors 
who live in the Western region, primarily Queenstown, Commonwealth, 
Holland Close, Tanglin Halt, Ghim Moh, Clementi, Choa Chu Kang and Bukit 
Panjang. 

Since March 2016, we have organised 22 outreach events to increase 
public awareness on mental health issues through providing mental health 
information and education on depression and dementia to residents and 
caregivers in the region. These 22 outreaches attracted a total of 1,736 
people in attendance. Free mental health screening and assessment were 
provided to the seniors to assess their cognitive abilities.

Fei Yue’s CREST workers conduct frequent home visits to follow up with 
seniors who are at risk or diagnosed with depression or dementia, to 
provide emotional support to them and their caregivers. The CREST 
team also helps to link seniors who are suspected to have depression or 
dementia to the right service in the healthcare and social service system. 
This includes diagnosis, treatment and community assistance – hospitals 
and clinics for mental and psychiatric care, and welfare groups and 
community service organisations for rehabilitation, social and financial 
help. 

Moving forward, we will continue to work closely with key community 
partners to ensure continuity of care for seniors with depression and/
or dementia. Through outreach events and mental health screenings, 

Fei Yue Community Services has been given the privilege to partner 
with AIC to pilot Project IRENE, Integrated REsource Network, in Fei 
Yue Retirees Centre since February 2016. This is part of an initiative 
to promote active ageing, preventive care of physical and mental 
health, and to provide basic emotional support to seniors and their 
caregivers through the following ‘ABCD’ activities:

Activities (Physical): Active ageing activities and programmes
Brain activities (Cognitive stimulation): Wellness activities and 
recreational therapy for the emotional well-being of seniors and 
caregivers
Connectivity (Social): Befriending services for seniors to facilitate 
community networking
Diet (Health): Healthy diet and cooking classes

CREST & Project IRENE
Eldercare Programmes: 

CREST

Project IRENE

we hope to identify seniors who are at risk of or with 
undiagnosed mental illnesses and connect them with 
the right services for early diagnosis and treatment. 

Since its commencement in February 2016, 25 outreaches were organised in the community to educate the public on dementia and 
depression, attracting 1,667 participants. Project IRENE also administers free mental health screenings for dementia and depression to 
seniors to help them better understand their own cognitive abilities.  

Activities such as Taiji, Qigong, singing sessions, Chinese Han Yu Pin Yin, English conversation classes, music and movement sessions, 
sewing class, art and craft are some of the ongoing activities conducted at Fei Yue Retirees Centre that help engage seniors both 
physically and mentally. Social events to encourage connectivity amongst seniors were also organised.

Mooncake-Making Class

Art and Craft Session

Looking Back



From 2014 to 2015, there were 344 reported cases of child 
abuse received by HEART@Fei Yue, a Child Protection 
Specialist Centre. 57% of the reported cases were due to 
physical abuse and 20% of the cases were due to neglect. 

Just this year alone, the media has reported two major abuse 
cases, one leading to the death of the child. However, there are 
many more cases of abuse that are unknown.

Aligning with Children’s Day celebrations in October 2016 and 
as part of Fei Yue’s 25th anniversary of service, HEART@Fei Yue 
launched the #ProtectAChildToday campaign to raise awareness 
about child protection in Singapore. 

As the saying goes, “It takes a community to raise a child”. 
Through this campaign, it is hoped that the community will be 
better informed about the types, signs and symptoms of abuse, 
understand the rights of a child and gain positive parenting tips, so 
as to better protect children around them. 

Find out more about and support this campaign here, or follow us 
on Facebook for more updates and information. 

To enquire about child protection issues or to report a case, please 
call HEART@Fei Yue’s hotline: 6819-9170.

#ProtectAChildToday 
Campaign 
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Getting There
From June to August 2016, we partnered LEE Recycling on a Recycling 

Drive Fundraising Project to raise funds for Fei Yue’s Eldercare Services. 
Thanks to the many residents that generously contributed their 
recycled clothes, shoes and newspapers, we were able to raise over 

$35,000! We are also grateful to LEE Recycling for their good partnership and 
collaboration. 

There are many ways you can bless the needy in the community – whether it 
is by giving money, items or of your time and effort. Every effort and gift is ap-
preciated, big or small. For more information about how you can get involved, 
please visit our website at www.fycs.org.

ThereGetting


